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SUMMARY We propose a buffer management mechanism,
called V-WFQ (Virtual Weighted Fair Queueing), for achiev-
ing an approximately fair allocation of bandwidth with a small
amount of hardware in a high-speed network. The basic pro-
cess for the allocation of bandwidth uses selective packet drop-
ping that compares the measured input rate of the flow with
an estimated fair share of bandwidth. Although V-WFQ is a
hardware-efficient FIFO-based algorithm, it achieves almost ideal
fairness in bandwidth allocation. V-WFQ can be implemented
in the high-speed core routers of today’s IP backbone networks
to provide various high-quality services. We have investigated
V-WFQ’s performance in terms of fairness and link utilization
through extensive simulation. The results of simulation show
that V-WFQ achieves a good balance between fairness and link
utilization under various simulation conditions.
key words: fairness, QoS, Di�-serv, high-speed network, band-

width management

1. Introduction

In today’s Internet, the sharing of network resources
among the many flows is on a best-effort basis. A ma-
licious user of a network may thus be able to get more
bandwidth than a well-behaved user. Protecting band-
width for well-behaved flows from ill-behaved flows is
thus important in the Internet environment. One way
to stop ill-behaved flows from adversely affecting other
flows is to allocate a fair bandwidth to each flow.

Two types of algorithms can be used to achieve
fair bandwidth allocation: scheduling-based algorithms
and preferential-dropping-based algorithms.

Scheduling-based algorithms (e.g., Weighted Fair
Queueing (WFQ) [4] and its variants [5]–[7]) are known
to be ideal as mechanisms allocating bandwidth in
a fair way and providing guaranteed QoS. In these
approaches, however, must be maintained a separate
queue for each flow and state is maintained on a per-
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flow basis, so that hardware efficiency is out of the ques-
tion. More precisely, WFQ has a computational com-
plexity of O(log(n)), where n is the number of flows
currently queued at a router. WFQ is hard to imple-
ment in high-speed backbone routers with trunks that
carry large numbers of flows.

Core-Stateless Fair Queueing (CSFQ), proposed by
Stoica et al. [9], is a well-known preferential-dropping-
based algorithm. The CSFQ mechanism achieves al-
most ideal fairness without using the per-flow states
of the core routers. To avoid maintaining the per-flow
state for each router, they use a distributed algorithm in
which per-flow state is only maintained for edge routers
and is not maintained for core (non-edge) routers. An
edge router estimates the arrival rate for each flow and
this information is carried by a label in each packet’s
header to the core router, which utilizes this informa-
tion in deciding whether to discard or queue each arriv-
ing packet. Thus, in terms of the core routers, CSFQ is
simpler and easier to implement than WFQ. However,
the architecture of the edge routers is still complicated.
Although it is easy to extend CSFQ to support flows
that have different weights, the algorithm is incapable
of accommodating situations where the relative weights
of flows differ from router to router.

Recently, Cao et al. [10] have proposed Rainbow
Fair Queueing (RFQ), which, like CSFQ, may be used
to achieve approximately fair sharing. The approach
here is to divide each flow into a set of layers, based
on rate. At the edge routers, the packets in a flow
are marked with layer labels rather than with explicit
rates of flows. While the calculation of fair share in
CSFQ requires exponential averaging, the core routers
in RFQ only need to perform threshold-based dropping;
the routers are thus simple and amenable to hardware
implementation. However, the approach applied in the
edge routers in their remains complicated. It is im-
portant to note that the application of either CSFQ or
RFQ requires to the Internet of today extension of the
IP packet’s header.

We have proposed the basic architecture of an
active queue-control scheme, called V-WFQ (Virtual
Weighted Fair Queueing), which achieves almost fair
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allocation of bandwidth and minimum bandwidth guar-
antees in high-speed networks [1], [2]. The word “Vir-
tual” here indicates that V-WFQ emulates the function
and performance of WFQ without using sophisticated
per-flow queueing. In this paper, we present the de-
tails of the V-WFQ algorithm and an investigation of
its performance through extensive experiments by sim-
ulation.

This algorithm’s basic process for the fair alloca-
tion of bandwidth uses preferential packet dropping to
compare the measured input rate of the flow with an
estimated fair share of bandwidth. Although V-WFQ is
a hardware-efficient FIFO-based algorithm, it is capa-
ble of achieving almost ideal fair bandwidth allocation.
Unlike CSFQ and RFQ, V-WFQ does not require any
extensions to the headers of IP packets and does not
need to distinguish between the core and edge routers
of the network, so it is easy to apply to today’s Internet
backbone networks.

2. Proposed Algorithm

2.1 An Overview of V-WFQ

The buffer architecture of a V-WFQ router is shown in
Fig. 1. The proposed mechanism: (1) estimates the in-
put rates of the flows at each router in the network, (2)
calculates the bandwidth allocated to each flow at each
router, and (3) uses FIFO buffering with preferential
dropping.

We avoid the need for per-flow buffer management
and scheduling by using FIFO buffers with preferential
packet discarding on arrival. Thus, as well as providing
improved fairness, our proposed mechanism is suited to
efficient implementation in high-speed core routers.

A V-WFQ router measures the input rates of the
flows it is processing. When each packet arrives, the
V-WFQ router calculates a fair bandwidth for the cor-
responding flow on the basis of the degree of output-link
congestion. The router decides whether or not to dis-
card a given packet by comparing the estimated input
rate with the calculated result for allocated bandwidth.
If the packet is not discarded, it is enqueued in the

Fig. 1 Buffer architecture of a V-WFQ router.

buffer of the output link.

2.2 The Algorithm of V-WFQ

2.2.1 Estimating Flow Rate

To estimate the packet-arrival rate for a flow, we use
the simple ‘jumping window’ method. This requires
only two states for each flow and involves no complex
computation to estimate the arrival rate. Let Ri be
the estimated rate of flow i and Tw be the window size
for using with the method. Let Cti be the cumulative
packet length of the flow i. At the beginning of the
window, Cti is set to 0. When a packet of flow i arrives,
Cti is renewed in the following way:

Cti = Cti + li,

where li is the packet length. At the end of the window,
the estimated rate Ri is calculated as

Ri =
Cti
Tw

.

Cti is then reset to 0.

2.2.2 Deciding to Drop or Enqueue a Packet

The V-WFQ router estimates the degree of output-link
congestion from the variation in queue length. The
following terms are used in calculating the allocated
rate:

• N : number of sources,
• weighti: weight of flow i,
• Ri: estimated arrival rate of packets in flow i,
• AR: the fair share for a flow,
• ARi: the bandwidth allocated to flow i,
• ARmax: maximum allocatable bandwidth,
• MGR: per-flow bandwidth achieved in an ideal sit-
uation,

• tupdate: time interval for the updating of AR,
• C: capacity of the output link.

The flowchart and pseudocode of the V-WFQ router
algorithm are given in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively. The
router updates the fair share AR according to the cur-
rent congestion status of the output link at the end of
every time interval tupdate. When the average queue
length qaverage reaches the threshold qmax, the output
link is assumed to be congested and AR should be de-
creased. If qaverage is below the threshold qmin, the out-
put link is assumed to be underutilized and AR should
be increased to raise the degree of link utilization.

When a packet arrives, the router calculates the
bandwidth ARi which is allocated to the flow.

ARi = weighti · AR

Then, the V-WFQ router decides whether or not to dis-
card the arriving packet. We use the random-dropping
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Fig. 2 The V-WFQ algorithm.

Fig. 3 Algorithm of packet dropping decision.

approach. The probability of the arriving packet being
dropped pdrop is given by

pdrop =
{

Ri−ARi

Ri
if Ri ≥ ARi

0 if Ri < ARi

If one ill-behaved flow keeps sending packets at a higher
rate than its fair share, the V-WFQ router discards
packets of this flow on a probabilistic basis and provides
only that bandwidth which corresponds to the calcu-
lated fair share for the ill-behaved flow. This mecha-
nism can ensure a fair allocation of bandwidth for all
flows that share a given link’s resources. Furthermore,
by dropping packets long before the buffer becomes full,

Fig. 4 Comparison of V-WFQ with WFQ in terms of required
memory.

this approach avoids the congestion collapse and pro-
vides low levels of latency.

2.2.3 Hardware Implementation

Here we compare V-WFQ with WFQ in terms of the
cost of hardware implementation. In VLSI, this is di-
rectly dependent on the chip area that is required,
which in turn is dominated by the requirement for mem-
ory [12].

Figure 4 is a comparison of the amount of memory
required by V-WFQ and WFQ across a range of num-
bers of flows. Much less memory is required by V-WFQ
than is required by WFQ. For example, V-WFQ only
requires about 11 kbytes for 4000 flows, while WFQ
requires about 1560 kbytes. V-WFQ is thus a more
hardware-efficient algorithm than is WFQ.

However, V-WFQ needs to measure the input rate
of each flow and compute a fair bandwidth. The cal-
culation of the fair share consists of simple operations
and its computational complexity does not depend on
the number of flows. Per-flow traffic measurement is
now becoming common in high-speed routers that sup-
port line speeds of OC-48 and higher [17]. With today’s
technology, it is feasible to implement V-WFQ to sup-
port several thousands of flows at line speeds of OC-48
and higher.

2.2.4 A New Network Service Based on V-WFQ

We have proposed several new network services that are
based on the use of V-WFQ routers [3]. Here we intro-
duce one proposed service. A network which consists of
V-WFQ routers is capable of providing a new VPN ser-
vice as well as a high-quality IP service. Figure 5 shows
an isolated-VPN service where the bandwidth is deter-
mined on the basis of the tariff concept. The word “iso-
lated” here means that the bandwidth for each VPN is
not affected by the number of VPN connections. In
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Fig. 5 Example of a new VPN service (BW indicates
bandwidth).

Fig. 6 One-link network model.

other words, the bandwidth for each VPN is provided
independently of the other VPNs with which it shares
link resources and is determined by the VPN’s connec-
tion weight alone. Conventional Diff-serv routers can
guarantee only a minimum bandwidth. Excess band-
width is then equally apportioned among the VPNs. In
the proposed service, on the other hand, bandwidth in
excess of the minimum guaranteed bandwidth is allo-
cated to each of the VPNs according to its weight.

The example shows two ISPs connected to a net-
work and taking advantage of the isolated-VPN ser-
vice. VPN Service providers can charge each VPN (or
ISP) according to the bandwidth with which it is ac-
tually provided. For example, the tariff for VPN-1 is
$100/month while that for VPN-2 is $1000/month; ac-
cordingly, VPN-2 has better quality and gets always
more bandwidth than VPN-1. Each user can be assured
of the required bandwidth even when all go through the
same bottleneck link. This service will become the ba-
sis of next-generation ISP services and of premium IP
services.

3. Performance Evaluation

3.1 Configuration of the Simulation

To investigate the performance of V-WFQ when there
is a single congested link in the network, we considered
the network configuration shown in Fig. 6. The con-
gested link is between two routers. The link, which has
a capacity of 10Mbps, is shared by m TCP flows and

n UDP flows. Each end host is connected to the router
via a 10-Mbps link and one end host persistently trans-
mits packets to the other end host. We compared the
performance of V-WFQ with Random Early Discard
(RED) [13], Flow Random Early Discard (FRED) [7],
Deficit Round Robin (DRR) [14], CSFQ, and DropTail.

RED monitors the average queue length and starts
to drop arriving packets on a probabilistic basis when
the average queue length exceeds a certain threshold.
To make a router start to drop packets before its buffer
becomes full, RED gives an early congestion indication
to each flow and avoids congestion collapse. However,
RED does not provide fairness among competing flows.
FRED brings fairness of a bandwidth allocation to RED
by maintaining a per-flow state. FRED drops packets
from flows that have had many packets dropped in the
past and from flows that have longer queues than the
average queue length.

DRR is a well-known implementation of WFQ that
has a computational complexity O(1). The buffer man-
agement scheme of DRR requires a sophisticated per-
flow queueing mechanism, while the other algorithms
applied in our simulation only require simple FIFO-
buffer mechanisms. DRR achieves a higher degree of
fairness than the other algorithms, so we used DRR as
the benchmark for the fair allocation of bandwidth.

All simulations were performed in ns-2 [15]. The
simulation code for the DRR, RED, FRED, and CSFQ
algorithms is supplied with the ns-2 package. In all sim-
ulations, unless otherwise stated, we used the following
assumptions and parameters.

• All TCP sources were persistent TCPs and started
at the same time. For a TCP flow, the maximum
segment size (MSS) was 1000 bytes and the version
of TCP was Reno. The TCP hosts transmitted
files of infinite size by FTP to the corresponding
end hosts.

• The UDP hosts sent packets at a constant bit rate
(CBR) of k kbps, where k is a variable, and all
started sending at the same time. The packet size
of the UDP flows was set to 500 bytes.

• The output buffer size was 128KB.
• All flows had the same weight values.
• The following parameters were used with V-WFQ.
The jumping window size was 50ms. qmax and
qmin were 128KB and 8KB, respectively. Fair
sharing MGR was 625 kbps and ARmax was
10Mbps. α was 0.05.

3.2 Indices of Performance

We evaluated the performance of our algorithms in
terms of fairness and efficiency. Let N be the number
of TCP sources, C be the capacity of the bottleneck
link, xi be the measured throughput of the i-th TCP
source, and zi be the ideal throughput of the i-th TCP
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source. We define efficiency as

efficiency =
∑N

i=1 xi

C
.

We measured the fairness of algorithms in terms of the
fairness index (FI) [16], which is defined as

fairness index =

(∑N
i=1

zi

xi

)2

N ×
∑

i=1

(
zi

xi

)2 .

3.3 Results of Simulation

3.3.1 Fair Allocation for UDP Flows

In the first experiment, we evaluated the performance
of V-WFQ when all hosts were transmitting an infi-
nite amount of data according to the UDP. Each of
the 16 UDP sources sent packets at i × 10

16 kbps, where
i (1, . . . , 16) is the flow ID. Each UDP source constantly
had data to transmit so the backbone link was al-
ways severely congested. Under max-min fairness [16],
each flow should have achieved an average throughput
of 626 kbps. Figure 7 shows the average throughput
achieved by the 16 UDP sources sharing the bottle-
neck link which was configured with V-WFQ, DRR,
CSFQ, FRED, RED or DropTail. Table 1 shows the
index of fairness and the level of efficiency for each algo-
rithm used in this simulation. The throughput achieved
by RED or DropTail was almost exactly in proportion
to the input rate of each flow, while the throughput
achieved by V-WFQ, DRR, or CSFQ was nearly con-
stant at around 626 kbps. These results show that RED
and DropTail completely failed to allocate fair amounts
of bandwidth to the flows during periods of congestion
while DRR and CSFQ achieved almost ideal fairness
in sharing bandwidth among competing flows. V-WFQ

Fig. 7 Throughput for 16 UDP flows sharing a 10-Mbps bot-
tleneck link. Each UDP flow i sends packets at i times its fair
allocation (626 kbps).

had the same performance as DRR and much better
performance than FRED.

3.3.2 A Single Misbehaving Flow

In the second experiment, we examined the levels of
protection provided by the various algorithms for well-
behaved flows in the presence of a single misbehaving
flow. In this simulation, we assumed that 15 TCP flows
and 1 UDP flow shared a 10-Mbps bottleneck link. The
UDP source sent packets at the constant bit rate of
10Mbps during the 30 seconds of simulation. Figure 8
shows the normalized throughput, which is defined as
the throughput/fair-share ratio. Note that the normal-
ized throughput for each flow should equal 1.0 in the
optimal situation. Table 2 shows the fairness index and
level of efficiency achieved by each algorithm used in
this simulation.

Table 1 Comparison of fairness indices and efficiency.

Efficiency Fairness

V-WFQ 0.999 0.999
DRR 0.999 0.999
CSFQ 0.999 0.999
FRED 0.999 0.859
RED 0.999 0.766
DropTail 0.999 0.768

Fig. 8 Throughput for 1 UDP flow and 15 TCP flows sharing
a 10-Mbps bottleneck link. The UDP flow i sends packets at
10Mbps.

Table 2 Indices of efficiency and fairness for a configuration
with a single misbehaving UDP flow and 15 TCP flows.

Efficiency Fairness

V-WFQ 0.995 0.926
DRR 1.00 0.973
CSFQ 0.996 0.952
FRED 1.00 0.735
RED 1.00 0.0778
DropTail 1.00 0.0778
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Under FIFO and RED, the misbehaving UDP flow
got more than 8Mbps, while each of the other TCP
flows received less than 30 percent of fair share. Un-
der V-WFQ, the UDP flow got about twice the fair
bandwidth, but most of the TCP flows got more than
85 percent of the fair bandwidth. CSFQ shows similar
tendencies. Under DRR, most of the flows got almost
the ideal bandwidth. These results show that RED
and DropTail failed to provide fair share to the well-
behaved TCP flows while DRR, CSFQ, and V-WFQ
protected the TCP flows against the over-transmitting
UDP flow and achieved almost ideal fairness. On fair-
ness index, CSFQ slightly outperformed V-WFQ. Both
CSFQ and V-WFQ are FIFO-based algorithms and re-
quire per-flow traffic measurement. In V-WFQ, the
simple jumping-window method is used to measure per-
flow traffic, while CSFQ requires complex exponential
averaging at a high-speed core router. The difference
in performance is traded-off against the cost of imple-
mentation.

3.3.3 Flows with Different Weights

Next, we investigated the performance of V-WFQ for
flows with different weights. We compared the per-
formance of V-WFQ with DRR in terms of throughput
achieved for each flow and of queue dynamics. Here, the
number of source-destination pairs was 5. The weight
weighti is given by

weight1 : weight2 : · · · : weight5 = 1 : 2 : · · · : 5.

In this simulation, the sources were all TCP sources.
During the 30-s simulation, each TCP source had an
infinite amount of data to transmit so the backbone
link was always severely congested. The ideal result is
the allocation of bandwidth to each flow in proportion
to its weight.

Figure 9 shows the average throughput achieved
for the 5 TCP sources over a 30-s interval. Under RED

Fig. 9 Average throughput achieved by each of the 5 TCP
flows with different weights.

and FIFO, the allocation of shared bandwidth to each
flow was independent of its weight. The throughput
achieved by V-WFQ or DRR was proportional to its
weight. RED and FIFO failed to ensure fairness in
terms of throughput, while V-WFQ and DRR achieved
almost ideal fairness.

Figure 10 compares the queue dynamics for V-
WFQ and DRR. The queue length of DRR is the sum of
the length of the separate per-flow queues. The queue
length for V-WFQ fluctuated greatly between 0 kbytes
and 60 kbytes, while the length for DRR tended to sta-
bilize at a higher level of buffer occupancy, i.e., around
90 kbytes. V-WFQ estimated its fair allocations for
each flow from the queue length, hence the rate control
of a V-WFQ router ceases to operate the queue length
is not becoming longer. The average queue length was
much shorter for V-WFQ than for DRR. V-WFQ, like
RED, starts to drop packets before the buffer becomes
full, so it gives an early congestion indication to each
flow and hence can provide much lower latency than
DRR.

4. Concluding Remarks

We have proposed a FIFO-based mechanism called V-
WFQ that achieves fairness in throughput and have
investigated its performance in terms of both fairness
and link utilization through extensive simulations. In
this investigation, we compared the performance of V-
WFQ with DRR and other algorithms. DRR requires
a sophisticated per-flow queueing mechanism, while V-
WFQ only requires simple FIFO-buffer mechanisms.
DRR achieved a higher degree of fairness than the other
algorithms, so we used DRR as the benchmark for the
fair allocation of bandwidth. The results of simulation
show that V-WFQ achieves almost ideal fairness under
various simulated conditions. In particular, we should
note that it showed almost the same levels of perfor-
mance as DRR and achieved a much higher degree of
fairness than FRED, which, like V-WFQ, is a preferen-
tial dropping algorithm.

It is also possible to use the V-WFQ architecture to
provide minimum bandwidth guarantees for flows. One
example of a new application which V-WFQ allows is

Fig. 10 Queue dynamics for V-WFQ and DRR.
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an IP VPN backbone network that provides minimum
bandwidth guarantees to each of multiple VPNs.
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